Smart Home Living

Everyday living is easier and elevated with smart technologies.
A flawless network and controlled lighting enhance a home office.
Wellness, energy and security technology solutions provide
confidence and comfort. High-definition audio/video and a stylish
home theater create incredible family entertainment!
SuRe InnoVations seamlessly integrates a wide array of smart
offerings into indoor and outdoor living spaces. Our responsive,
knowledgeable team is comprised of the region’s finest technology
designers. From a project’s planning phase to the final installation,
we pride ourselves on providing an excellent and easy experience for
every client.
Bring us the technology vision for your home. We can’t wait to
achieve it!

Sincerely,
Sean Sullivan and Tom Redhead

New Toys for your Nest

Lighting
& Shades
Smart Lighting and Shades
Controlling lights and shades completes a
home both aesthetically and operationally.
In today’s contemporary home, lights,
shades and scene settings can easily
be managed via one keypad or remote,
and integrated as part of a larger home
automation system.

Efficient Lighting
Program lights for one room or the
entire house, for efficiency and ease.
Automatic sensors turn off lights when
you exit the house or a room, saving
energy and cost. Dimmers always
create the perfect ambiance.

Automated Shades
Available in both traditional and modern
designs, automated shades offer a host of
benefits. Block the sun and give your home
complete privacy with a touch of a button.
Programmable shades are ideal for large,
hard-to-reach windows, while saving time
and energy.

Circadian Rhythm
New lighting technologies recreate natural
light within the home, emulating circadian
rhythms. Home lighting that intelligently
changes in intensity and temperature
through the day can transform sleep, work,
productivity and mood.

Home
Networks
High-Performance Networks
Whether working, studying or relaxing, upgrading
to an enterprise network that supports multiple
devices operating simultaneously has never
been more important. With Wi-Fi 6, the latest
Wi-Fi standard, all digital devices operate with
optimized multi-gigabit performance, high-speed
connections and improved power efficiency.
Your home network also needs to be secure. It’s
of utmost importance to protect all your devices
and information throughout your entire property
with the highest level of encryption.

Audio
High-Performance Audio
It could be a magical act at Radio City
Music Hall…or a rockin’ night at the
Fillmore. But the high-performance here is
the audio installed in your very own living
room, and the quality and clarity of today’s
audio brings the concert experience home
to you.

Robust Aesthetics
Today’s audio options have elegance.
Whether you want your speakers to
have soft lines and neutral colors, make a
statement with bold colors and modern
designs, or even disappear entirely inside
a wall – there’s a solution for everyone.

Performance Power
Incredible home audio begins with a good
foundation, including pre-amp/processors,
that translate audio from a high-resolution
audio player or media streamer. Highquality cables ensure the purest sound,
eliminating external interference.

Vintage to Digital
Whatever your style, you can create
an extraordinary home music experience.
Digital-to-analog converters transform
digital music into the highest quality
sounds. Or, add a luxe new turntable.
Vintage vinyl is back and it’s attracting
all generations of enthusiasts.

Audio & Video
Systems
Whole Home Audio & Video
Exceptional music and video experiences are what we
seek for the heart of our homes. And technology offers
incredible opportunities to seamlessly – and invisibly –
integrate your home with brilliant, high-quality sound
and video.

Whole Home Systems
A whole home system simplifies
everything. Instead of a different
device in every room, there is a central
source for the audio and video system.
Speakers come in a wide range of
styles from wireless and architectural
to small aperture and invisible.

Entertainment, All the Time
Decide which movie to watch, what playlist
to turn-up, from any room in the house,
and it’s ready to go. All your entertainment
is easily controlled from your phone, tablet
or chosen specialty remote.

Music, Easy and Everywhere
Today’s music listening experience is easy,
fun and everywhere. High-quality speaker
systems enable you to connect and stream
your favorite tunes via WiFi or Bluetooth.
Use an app to easily manage the music by
location and device.

Home
Theater
The Ultimate Home
Theater Experience
Movies provide escape, inspiration,
and influence on how we view the world.
Dedicating a space in your home for a
theater is an awesome experience for
yourself, friends and family alike to come
together and enjoy movies, watch a favorite
TV series, or catch the latest game.

Acoustic Elegance
More than just speakers, audio solutions
provide a listening experience from every
angle. Designer-focused sound dampeners,
hidden ceiling speakers, and powerful
sub-woofers are perfectly calibrated to
bring 360-degrees of audio clarity to any
home theater.

Next-Level Cinema
Impeccably engineered to produce
colors flawlessly from any viewing
angle, custom home theaters showcase
the magic of movies with 4K projectors
and cinema-grade screens.

Style & Comfort
Stylish, comfortable cinema chairs
add to the authenticity of the movie
experience, available in a range of
fabrics or leather. Now, let the magic
of the movies and the advantage of
your own theater space take over.

Outdoors
Entertain Outdoors,
Exceptionally
Entertaining in the great outdoors requires
thoughtful new technology that thrives
amidst weather and a home’s setting.
Outside gatherings take on a new level of
ease and enjoyment with superior video,
directional audio and ambient lighting.

All-Weather Audio
When relaxing by the pool, stream
your favorite playlist with crystal clarity.
Powerful, all-weather speaker options
come in a range of designs for patios,
outdoor rooms or large yards, blending
invisibly into natural surroundings.

Outdoor Video
Plan a backyard movie party, projecting
shows on a large outdoor screen or
watch on an all-weather television.
Offering excellent image quality,
these screens are designed specifically
to withstand the elements.

Ambiance Lighting
Lighting gives evening entertaining a
new dimension. Whether your style is
enchanting, classic or bold, smart outdoor
lighting uses tiny, powerful LEDs to set
the mood you want and can be controlled
at the touch of a button.

Living Well
The Healthiest Home
Cleaner air, water and energy can positively
transform daily living. Drink the purest water,
breathe air free of dangerous pollutants, and
relax, knowing that your home is as safe as
possible. Consider taking control of how your
home is powered, too. New home battery
technology is reliable, accessible and an
intelligent choice.

Smart Energy
Imagine powering your home with
smart, clean and safe home energy.
Consider the ultimate battery for the
home, enabling you to safely manage
energy on your terms. Keep your home
powered and protected during grid
outages and beyond.

Pristine Water
State-of-the-art point of use and whole
house water purification systems remove
most all waterborne contaminants such
as toxic chemicals and pathogenic
bacteria, ensuring that water is as pure
as possible – even better than bottled.

Pure Air
Protect your home from harmful
contaminants with a whole-house air
purifier that delivers the cleanest air and
reduces the particulate level by up to 95%.
These systems monitor, control and purify
over 99% of potentially harmful ultrafine
particles, microorganisms and volatile
organic compounds.

Home
Automation
Every Day, Made Easy
with Automation
Daily tasks become effortless and efficient
with home automation, freeing up your time
to do what is most important. Through a
simple app on your smartphone and tablet,
or from a whole home remote, control
the many features of your house almost
anywhere, anytime.

Programmed Lighting
With the tap of your finger, control
multiple devices for any activity. As
the sun rises, set an alarm, brighten the
breakfast room’s lights, open the window
shades and turn on the morning news.
The possibilities are endless.

Scene Setting
The right lighting provides the perfect
ambiance to what ever you’re doing.
Whether it’s warmly lit accent lighting
for a romantic dinner, or a bright scene
to show off your new kitchen, different
lighting scenes make it easy to set the
perfect mood.

Voice Control with Privacy and Ease
New voice control technologies provide sleek

Safe and Sound
Using a single command you can arm your
entire security system, and have instant
access to all your surveillance cameras
to keep an eye on everything. It can even
prepare for your arrival by disarming the
alarm, unlocking the door, adjusting your
thermostat and lighting your way into
the house.

designs, personalization and strict privacy
settings. There is complete comfort knowing that
your data will never be used or sold. These choice
voice-control products integrate seamlessly with
home automation systems and other smart home
products. Simply tell your smart device what
needs to be accomplished and it’s done.

Home
Security
The Smart Home
is the Safest Home
With smart technology comes worry-free living
– no matter where you are. Homeowners are
now opting for the ease of wireless, low-profile
security systems, which instantly provide alerts
and incredible detail when issues arise. Be safe,
secure and in control.

Advanced Security
Today’s smart systems offer options
for sirens, audio and video. These smart
devices can sense when windows are
opened or closed, as well as any motion
in your house. Be alerted immediately
to security breaches and access detailed
information via an app.

Smart Home Detectors
Additional customizable home safety
features include smart thermostats and
detectors for carbon monoxide and smoke.
Monitor your plumbing systems for leaks,
signs of mold, and detect floods caused
by storms.

Vacation Anywhere
The best part is you have total control.
Vacation anywhere, knowing that at
anytime you can tap a mobile app and
visually check on the status of your
home’s security, adjust lighting and
temperature, and know that all is well.
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